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The Invisible

Tether
by Missy Wryn

T

o describe the feeling when a horse
follows you, dances with you and
engages you in play, is a moment that is
awe inspiring, breathtaking and deeply
emotional. Some describe it as magical,
others say it’s simply herd instinct—I
would describe it as an etheric, energetic
moment of engagement between two
beings, it is an invisible tether.
When we as humans set aside our expectations of performance and don
the behavior of a compassionate herd leader, suddenly the horse steps
into a trusting awareness where the invisible tether is able to intertwine
between human and horse. Sure we can train our horses to mimic our
movements, perform particular behaviors through means of reward or
discipline, but to BE together, truly intertwined in a communication that
transcends words and cues is a moment of energetic beings sharing thought
and emotion. So how do we become a compassionate herd leader our
horse will recognize, trust and respect? First we must embrace the horse’s
nature as a sentient one. Second, we must understand that horses share
four core concerns with humans: appreciation, status, autonomy and role.

to followers. In our human society we are much the same. We have our
leaders and our followers from our workplace to our social circles. Since
horses are genetically wired to require a herd leader at all times, even in
a herd of two, you and your horse, we must step into the Status position
of herd leader for our horse. If a horse does not have a herd leader they
are forced into that Status which is very stressful. Some horses will
display this stress by trying to push us around, or knock us over, which
is an attempt to move our feet asking us “are you the leader?” If our
horse can move our feet then we are NOT their leader and the behavior
often escalates. Some horses simply show you the hoof and walk away
when we do not step in to the herd leadership Status.

Appreciation

Autonomy

Being Appreciated is a natural human need. We tend to perform better,
trust and develop loyalty when we are appreciated by our friends,
family, peers and superiors. To the contrary, when we are ridiculed, forced
or abused we tend to perform poorly, resent others, and either withdraw
or act out. Do you see the similarity in a horse’s behavior? When the
horse is appreciated for the right answer the horse develops trust in the
handler. When the horse is forced or frightened into submission the
horse develops distrust, becomes skittish or violent, and often depressed
or vacant of spirit.

Status

In a horse’s herd life there are varying degrees of Status from herd leaders
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Everyone desires to have their Autonomy respected. No one wants to
be forced into doing anything, right? I know I resent those who do not
allow me the time to understand a concept or idea, but instead take the
position “because I said so” or “do it or else.” This type of demonstrative
behavior over another shows a lack of respect and is insulting. Allowing
and nurturing the horse to come up with the right answer when you
are training is respecting the horse’s Autonomy which again builds trust,
confidence, loyalty and companionship.

Role

I have many Roles throughout my day and life. From cook and bookkeeper
to wife, mother and horse trainer, etc.—we all play many roles throughout
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our lives and so do horses. When a horse is the herd leader she takes
on the Role of guarding the herd from predators. Each horse spends time
in various Roles from teaching a youngster or new member in the herd,
to standing guard while others sleep. Our Role for our horses is to be a
compassionate herd leader at all times and a good steward to their health
and well-being.
Embracing our horse’s sentient nature and understanding the four core
concerns we share with horses, is the beginning of a successful journey
to becoming a compassionate herd leader that develops the invisible tether.
To learn more, watch Missy’s gentle horse training videos FREE on her
YouTube channel WholisticHorseWoman, visit www.MissyWryn.com,
or call (888) 406-7689.

About the author:
Specializing in problem and dangerous horses, Missy Wryn
is an internationally recognized Gentle Horse Trainer
and member of the Association of Professional Humane
Educators. Missy’s Training the Whole Horse® methods
and techniques, and the creation of her widely popular
All-In-One Bitless Bridle, have been featured in media such as Alaska Airlines
Magazine, and the movie Brother In-Laws. For more information, visit Missy
Wryn’s website at MissyWryn.com, or call toll free (888) 406-7689.
Coming this fall! Watch for Missy’s online course through Natural Horse
University at www.naturalhorseuniversity.com.

Anna and Paco. This was the moment when the horse recognized his herd
leader in Anna and was ready with a “Yes ma’am, what would you like me
to do?” The message? Even the smallest of people can control a 1,000 lb
horse when using herd language!
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